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1. our Concern. Frc5 the d2.y of President Kennedy's assassination cn, f 4 <-Ii' 

there has been speculation about the yes?onsibility for his order. F&though c (5 
this was stezzed for a tine by the Warren Co+ssion report (which aprJeared 2t 
the end of Septib, '-rber 1964), variou s writers have now bed tiae to scan the 
Cormission's published reD0r-t and documents for new pretexts for questioning, 
and there has been a hew wave of books and articles criticizing the Corpissionls 
findings. In zest cases the critics have speculated as to the existence,of SOXIC 
kind of conspiracy, and often-they have i@ied that the Comission itself was 
involved. Preswidy as a result of the increasing challenge to the Warren 

a public opinion ~011 recently indicated thzt 46% -of the Comission's Repcrt, 
Pserican public did r.ot think that Oswald acted alone, while core thm half of 
those solled thought that the Cozisaion bed left some questions unresolved. 
Doubtless polls abroad would shav sinilai; or possibly more zdverse, results. 

2. This trend of opinior? is a matter of concern to the U.S. goverment, 
including our orga.nization. T"e Eezbers of the Warren Comission were naturally 
chosen for their integrity, eeerience, 2nd pronizence. They represented both 
zrtajor p2rties, 2nd they azd their stzff were deliberately dr2L-n from all sec$ions 

of the co*untr/. Just bec2use of the standing of the Ccmissioners, efforts to. ,* 
ir;;?ugn their rectitude arci wisdom tend to c2st doubt on the whole leadet'shi;, of 
Azeric22 societg. Moreover, there seem to be an'increasing tendency to hQA 
that President' Johnson hiTself, as tk2 one person who night.be said to have 
benefited, was in soae way res303sible for the assassinztion. Ianuendo of. 
such seriousness affects not ortly the, individual concerr?ed, but also the w-hole 
reputation of the Axzerican governzsnt. Our orgznization itself is directly 
involved: eong other facts, we contributed infor?3ation to the investigation. 
Conspiracy theories have frequently thrown suspicion on our organization, for 
ex2z?le by falsely alleging tkzt Lee fkrvey Oswald worked for us. Tine aix of 
tjis dissrtch is to provide naterial for countering and discrediting the clzizs 
of t;152 ccr?a;irzcy theorists, so 2s to inhibit the circulation of such cl~s..~,i~~ 
other contries. Backgromd infonation is smpliedin a classified section ad 
in a nm.ber of unclassified attacb&nts. - 

3. Action. We do not recoizzend that discussion of the assassinztion ques- 
tio:fi be initiated where Fis ztot alre2dy taking place. Where discussion is 
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Q. To discuss the publicit; _;roblem with liaison 2nd frie:. .y eLite cont2cts 
(especially politici2ns and editors), pointing out that t;:e i;zrrzn Co~,ission 
msde as thorough 2n inv- .-stigation as hur;.znly possible, that the charges of t;?e 
critics are without serious foundation, and that further specul:.tive discussion 
only plzi-s into the h2nds of the oopositlon. hint ox also th t _csrts of the - 

consgirscy talk appear to be deliberately generated by Co!zmunisr; propagandists. 
Urge the= to use their influence to discourag e unfounded and irresponsible 
speculation. 

. . 

b. To enploy propagulda assets to ans*>er and refute the atta&s of the 
critics. Rook reviews and feattie articles are particularly zppropriate for 
this purpose. n-le unclassified attschments to this,guidance should provide 
c"a*'7 h"?.t-r-?.. 3,n;l .JbA - "U-"&L ovLIu materid fCr ~assege 'to assets. Our play should point Gut, 
as applicable, that the critics are (i) we'ded to theories zdopted before the 
evidence was in, (ii) politically interested, 
hasty 2nd inaccurate in their research, 

(iii) financially interested, (iv) 
or (v) infatuated with.their own theories. 

In the course of discussions of the whole phenomenon of criticism, a useful 
str2tegJ may be to single out Epstein's theory for attac!<, using the attzched 
Fletcher Knebel article and Spectator piece for background. (Although Xark 
Lane's book is much less convincing than &Qstein's and comes off badly where : 
contested by knowledgeable critics, it'is also much more difficult to answer 
as a whole, as one becomes lost in a morass of unrelated details.) 

4. In private or media discussion not.directed at any pzrticular writer, or 
.n attacking publications which may be yet forthcoming, ,tht following arguments 
hould be useful: 

a. No significant new evidence has emerged which the Comzission did not 
consider. The assassination is sometimes compared (e.g., by Jozchim Joesten 
and Ekrtrvtd Russell) with the Dreyfus case; however, unlike that case, the 
attacks on the Warren Commission have produced no new evidence, no new culprits 
have been convincingly identified, 
(A better parallel, 

and there is no agreement among the critics. 
though an inperfect one, might be with the Reichstag fire 

'of 1933, which some competent historians (Fritz Tobias, A.J.P. Taylor, D.C. Watt) 
now believe wasset by Van der Lubbe on his own'initiative, without acting for. 
either Nazis or Communists; the Razzis tried to pin the blame on the Communists, 
but the latter have been much more successful in convincing the world that the 
Z?azis were to blame.) . 

b. Critics usually overvalue psrticula r items and ignore others. They tend 
to place more emphasis on the recollections of individual eyewitnesses (which _ 

.are less reliable 2nd more divergent -- and hence, offer more huld-holds for' 
.--criticism) 2nd less on ballistic, autopsy, and photographic evidence. A close 

examination of the Commission's records will usually show that the conflicting 
eyetitness accounts are quoted out of context, or were discarded by the Commis- 
sion for good and sufficient reason. . . 

C. Conspiracy on the large scale often suggested would be impossible to con- 
ceal in the United States, esp. since informants could expect to 'receive large 
royalties, etc. Note that Robert Kennedy, Attorney General at the time and 

. John F. Kennedy's brother, would be the last man to overlook or conceal any 
conspiracy. And as one reviewer pointed gut, Congrtssza? C-erzld ii. Ford woul 
hardly have held'his tongue for the sake of the Democratic zdministration, an ac 
Senator Russell would have had every political interest, in exposing any misdeeds 
on the part of Chief Justice Warren. A conspirator Coreover would hardly choose 
a location for a shooting where so much depended on conditions beyond his con- 
tx-d : the route, the speed of the cars, the moving target, the risk that the 
assassin would be discovered. A group of wealthy conspirators could have 
cratged much more secure conditions. 

d. Critics have often been enticed by a form of intellectual: pride: they' 
light on some theory and fall in love with it; they 21~0 scoff 2t the Cozznis- 
sion beca?Jse it did not 2luays vlsver every question with a fl2t decision one 
way or the other. Actually, the make-up of the Co mmission and its staff was 
an excellent szfeguardv2g2inst over-coznnitaent to .2ny one theo,ry, or against 
the illicit --formation of prob+i.lities into,,e$2inties:, .. 
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e. Oswald. would not have been any sensible person's choice for a co- . 
conspirator. 
and an unknown 

fie uas a "loner," nixed-u?, of questiccable reliability 
quantity to any professional intelligence service. 

-. 
f. As to charges that the Commission's report was a rush job, it emerged 
three months after the deadline originally set. But to the degree that 
the Coy&ssiontried to steed up its reporting, this L-as 12rgely due to 
the pressure of irresponsible speculation alreadjr amearinp, in some ceses 
coming from the same critics vho, refusing to a&t.-'their errors, are now 
putting out new criticisms. 

. . - . . * . 
g* Such vague accusations as thet "more than ten people have died mysteri- 
ously" can always be eslaixd in sor?e lrore natural uay: e.g., the indi- 
vidwls cozcerzed hzve for the xost oar% died of natural causes; the COP 
mission staff a-uesti oned 418 witnesses (the FRI interviewed far more 
people, conducting'25,OOC interviews and reinter-Aews), and in such a 

_ 

Large grou=, , a certzin number of deaths are to be egected. (Khen Pen3 
Jones, one of the originators of the "ten zqsterious deaths" line, aD- 
peered on television, it emerged that two of the dezths on his list kere 
from heart attacks, one from cmcer, oni was from 2 head-on collision on 
a bridge, and one occurred vhen 2 driver drifted into a bridge abutment.1 

5. Where Dossible, counter 
Commission's Report itself. 

speculation by encouraging reference to-the 
Open-minded foreign readers should'still be 

impressed by the care, thoro@zess, objectivity and sFeed with which the COR- 
nission vorked. Reviewers of other hocks might be encouraged to add to their 
account the idea that, checking back with the Report itself, they fo&d it far 
s=erior to the work of its critics. 
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. Backgromd, Survey oI' Eooks Conierz;ng 

theAssassination of President Kennedy 
- .- . .- . -. -- .--*.A-- - . . 

1,' '(Except h w ere other-disc indicated, the factual data given in 
-- . 

paragraphs l-9 is unclassified.) Some of the authors of recent books on 
the assassination of President Kennedy (e.g., Joachim Joesten, Os:rald: 

/ 

Assassin or Fall Guv; Mark Lane, Rush to Judment; Leo Sauvage, The Oswald d 
Affair: An Exzrlir.at ion of the CcntraZic t ions and Omissions of the Warren 
Report) had nubiiciy asserted that a ccnspiracy exiszed before the Warren 

t/' 

Cotission finished its investigation. Xoz surprisingly, they immediately 
bestirred themselves to show that they were right and that the Comnission 
was wrong. Tha&<s to the mountain of material published by the Commission, 
some of it conflicting or mislea&ng when read out of context, they have 
had little difficulty in uncovering items.to substantiate their own theories. 
They have also 
besses. 

in some cases obtained new and divergent testimony from wit- 
And they have usually failed to discuss the refutations of their 

early cliims in the Commission's Report, Appendix XII ("Speculations and 
Rumors"). This Appendix ‘is still a good place to look for material counter- 
ing the theorists. 

2. Some writers appear to have been predisposed to criticism by anti- / 
American, far-left. or Communist s-msathies. - The British "Win0 Killed 
Kenned-~ Corlittee" includes some of the most persistent and vocal English 
critics of the United States, e.g., Michael Foot, Kingsley Martin, Kenneth 
Tyn=, and Bertrand Russell. Joachim'Joesten has been publicly revealed 
as a onetime member of the German Communist Party (irJ)D); a Gestapo document 
of 8 November.1937 among the German Foreign Ministry files microfilmed in 
England and now returned to West German custody shows that his p,arty book 
)ras numbered 532315 and dated 12 May 1932. (The originals of these files' ' 
are now available at the West Germas Foreign Ministry in Bonn; the copy in 
the U.S. National Archives may be .found under the reference T-120, Serial 
4918, frames ~2564824. The British Public Reccrds Office should also have 
a copy.) Joesten's American publisher, Carl Marzani, was once sentenced to 
jail by a federal jury for concealing his Communist Party (CPUSA) membership 
in order to hold a government job. Available information indicates that 
Mark Lane was elected Vice Chairman of the New York Council to Abolish the 
House Un-American Activities Committee on 28 May 1963; he also attended the 
8th Congress cf the International Association of Democratic Lawyers (an inter- 
national Communist front organization) .in Budapest from 31 March to 5 April 
1964, where he expounded his (pre-Report) views on the Kennedy assassination. 
In his acknowledgments in his book, Lane expresses special thsnks to Ralph 
Fchoenman of London "who pezticip ated in and supported the work"; Schoenm.rn 

. is of course the e,xpatriate P, 7erica.n who has been influencing the aged 
Bertrand Russell in recent years. (See also pzra. 10. below on Communist 
efforts to replay speculation on the assassination..) 

3. Another factor has been the financial r eward obtainable for sen- 
sational books. Mark Lane's Rush to Judgment, published on 13 August 1966, 
had sold 85,000 copies by early liovenber and the publishers had printed 

. 
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140, 000 copies by that date, in anticipation of sales to come. The 
'1 January 1967 ?!ev York Times %ok Revi=:< resorted the book as at the 
top of the General category of the best seller list;, having been in top 
position ‘for seven weeks and on the list for 17 weeks. Lane has re- 
portedly apgeared on about 175 television and radio progr~s, and has 
also given numerous public lectures, all of tihich serves I'or advertisc- 
men-t. He has also gut together a TV film, and is peddling it tc European 
telecasters; the BX has Furchased rights for a record $45,000. Vhile 
neither Abraham ZaGruder nor William ld!anchester shotid be classed with 
the critics of the Commission ue are discussing here, sums paid for the ' 
Zapruder film of the assassination ($25,000 > and for magazine rights to 
Manchester's Ceath of a President ($669,000) indicate the money available 
for material related to the assassination. Some nevspapermen (e.g., Sylvan 4 
Fox, The Unansuer 
Sauvage, 

ed Questions About President Kennedy's Assassination; Leo 
The Osxld Affair) have published 2ccounts cashing in on their 

journalistic e.Gertise. 

: 4. Aside from political and financial motives, some peo,ple have ap- 
parently published accounts simnly because they were burning to Rive the 
world their theory, e.g., Harold titisberg, in his Fnitevzsh II, Penn Jones, b( 

Jr., in Forgive I‘,!:{ Grief, and George C. Thomson in T'ne Quest for Tkth. v 
Fleisberg's book wps first published privately, though it is now finally 
attaining the dignity of commercial publication. Jones' volume w2s pub- 
lished by the small-town Tex as newspgper of which he is the editor, and 
Thomson's booklet by his--own engineering firm. The impact of these books 
till probably be relatively slight, since their writers will appear to 
readers to be hysterical or paranoid. 

- 5. A common technique among may or" the.writers is to raise as many‘ 
questions 2s Dossible, while not bothering to work out all the conseqlJences., 
Herbert !l!itgang has mitten 2 parody of this approach (his questions actually 
refer to Lincoln's assassination) in "A Nex Inquiry is Needed," Bew Ycrk 
Times 1,:agazine, 25 Cecenber 1966. Mark Lane in particular (who represents 
himself 2s Oswald's lawyer) adopts the classic defense attorney's agsroach 
of throwing in unrelated details so as to create in the jury's mind 2 sum 
of "reasonable doubt." His tendency to wander off into.minor details led 
one observer to comment that whereas 2 good trial lawyer should have a sure 
instinct for the jugular vein, Lane's instinct was for the capillaries. His 
tactics and also his nerve uere tmified on the occasion when, a&er getting 
the Commission to cay his travel expenses back from England, he recounted to 
that body 2 sensational (and incredible) story of a Iiuby plot, while refus- 
ing to name his source. Chief Justice Warren told Lane, "We ha-e every 
reason to doubt the truthfulness of what you have heretofore told us" -- by 
the standards of legal etiquette, 2 very stiff rebuke for an attorney. 

6. It should be recognized, however, that another kind of criticism 
has recently emerged, represented by Edward Jay Epstei<n's Inauest.' Epstein 1 I 
adopts a scholarly tone, and to the casual reader, he presents what a_cpears 
to be a more coherent, reasoned case than the writers described above. 

2 -_. 
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Epstein has caused people lik e Richard Revere and Lord Devlin, previously 
backers of the Cortission's Report, to change their ainds. The !Iew York 
Times' daily book reviewer has said t-hat Epstein's uork is a "watershed 
-which has made it respectable to doubt the Commission's findings. 
This respectability effect. has been enhanced by Life magazine's 25 PTovem- 
ber 1966 issue, which contains an assertion that there is a "reasonable 
doubt," as Xell as a republication of frames frcm the Zapruder film (okned 
by Life), and an interview uith Governor Connally, who repeats his belief 
that he was not struck by the seme bullet that struck President Kennedy. 
(Connally does not, however, agree that there should be another inrestiga-. 
tion.) Epstein himself has published a new article in the December 1966 
issue of Esquire, in which he eclains away objections to his book. A 
copy of an early critique of Epstein's views by Fletcher Knebel, published 
in Look, 12 July 1966, and an unclassified, ungfficial analysis (by 
"Spectator") are attached to this dispatch, dealing with specific ques- 
tions raised by Epstein. 

7. Here it should be pointed out that Epstein's competence in research 
has been greatly exaggerated. Some illustrations are given in the Fletcher 
Knebel article. As a further specimen, Epstein's book refers (pp. 93-5) to 
a cropped-down picture of a heavy-set man taken in Mexico City, saying that 
the Central Intelligence Agency gave it to the Federal Bureau of Investiga- 
tion on.18 November 1963, and that the*Bureau*in turn forwarded it to its 
Dallas office. Actually, affidavits in the published Varren material (vol. 
XI, pp. 468-70) h s ow that CIA turned the picture over to the FBI on 22 Xo- 
vember 1963. (As a matter of interest, Mark Lane's Rush to Jud,zment%aims 
that the photo vas furnished by CIA on the morning of 22 &ovember; 
SECRET) the 

(begin 
fact is that the FBI flew the photo directly z'ron Mexico City. 

to Dallas immediately after Osuald's arrest, before Oswald's picture had 
been published, on the chance it might be Oswald. The reason the-photo wai 

, 

cropped was that the background revealed the place where it was taken.) An- 
other example: where Epstein reports (p. 41) that a Secret Service inter- 
view report was even withheld from the Irational Archives, this is untrue: 
an Archives staff member told one of our officers that Epstein came there 
and asked for the memorandum. %e was told that it was there, but was Classi- 
fied. Indeed, the Archives then notified the Secret Service that there had 
been a request for the document, and the Secret Service declassified it. But- 
by that time, Epstein (whose preface gives the impression of prolonged arca- 
val research) had chosen to finish his searches in the Archives, which had 
only lasted two days, and had left town. Yet Epstein charges that the Com- 
mission was over-hasty in its work. (End SECRET) 

8. Aside from such failures in research, Epstein and other intellectual 
critics show symptoms of some of the love of t 
sense and exnerience displayed by Richard H. Popkin, the author of The Ssecnd 
Oswald. Because OS>-aid was reported to have been seen in different places at 
the same time, a phenomenon not surprising in a sensational case where thou- 
sands of real or alleged witnesses were interviewed, Popkin, a professor of 
philosophy, theorizes that there actually were two Oswalds. At this point, 
theorizing becomes sort of logico+zathematical game, an exercise in permutations 

'I 
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and combinations; as Commission attorney Arlen Specter remarked, "Why not 
make it three Oswalds? Why stop at two?" Bevertheless, aside from his 
book, Popkin has bten able to publish a summary of his views in The Rew 
York Review of Books, and there has been replay in the French Eouvel 
Observateur, in 1.3~~0:~'s Eex Times, and in Baku's VT.-ch>a - Popkin nakes 
a sensational accusation indirecciy, saying that "Western European 
critics" see w3-af s assassination as part of a subtle conspiracy at- 
tributable to "perhaos even (in rumors I have heard) Kennedy's successor." 
One Barbara Garson h&s made the same point in another way by her parody f 
of Shakespeare's "blacbeth" entitled "MacBird," with what is obviously 
President Kennedy (Ken 0 Dune) in the role of Duncan, and President 
Johnson (XacBird) in the role of Iiiacbeth. Miss Garson makes no effort 
to prove her point; she merely insinuates it. Probably the indirect form 
of accusation is due to fear of a libel suit. * 

9. Other books are yet to appear. William &nchester's not-yet- 
published The Death of a President is at this writing being purged of 
material personally objectionable to Mrs. Kennedy. There are hopeful 
signs: Jacob Cohen is writing a book which will appear in 1967 under the 
title lonest Verdict, defending the Commission report, and one of the Corn- 
mission attorneys, Wesley J. 
setting forth both sides. 

Liebeler, is also reportedly writing a book, 
But further criticism will no doubt appear; as 

the &shinqton Post has pointed out editorially, the recent death of Jack 
Ruby will probably lead to speculation that he was "silenced" by a con- _ _ 
spiracy. 

10. The likelihood of further criticism is enhanced by the circum- 
stance that Communist orooaqandists seem recently to have stenped up their 
own cam3aign to discredit the Warren Commission. As already noted, ~~:osco*~’ s 
New Ti‘mes reorinted parts of an article by Richard Popkin (21 and 28 Sep- 
tember 1966 issues), and it also gave the Swiss edition of Joesten's latest 
work an extended, laudatory review in its number for 26 October. - Izvestiya 
has also publicized Joesten's book in articles of 18 and 21 October. (In 
view of this publicity and the Communist background of Joesten and his 
American publisher, together with Joesten's insistence on pinning the blsne 
on such favorite Communist targets as H. L. Hunt, the FBI and CIA, there 
seems reason to suspect that Joesten's book and its exploitation are part 
of a planned Soviet propaganda operation.) Tass, reporting on 5 November 
on the deposit of autopsy photographs in the 1!ational Archives, said that 
the refusal to give Tnide public access to them, the disappearance of a . 

. . number of documents, 
make many AT--' 

and the mysterious death of more than 10 people, all 
-U~Lca.ns believe Kennedy was killed as the result of a.con- 

spiracy. The radio transmitters of Prague and Warsaw used the anniversary 
of the assassination to attack the Warren report. The Bulgarian press con- 
ducted a campaign on the subject in the second half of October; a Greek 
Communist newspaper, Avgi.:, placed the blame on CIA on 20 November. Signi- 
ficantly, the start of this stepped-up campaign coincided with a Soviet 
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demand that the U.S. Embassy in !iloscow stop distributing the Russian- 
1ZSlpXlgE! edition of the Warren rqort; ??eTjs-Jeek commented (12 Sectember) 
that the -Soviets apparently "did not want mere facts to get in their 
way." (sECRST: A curious aftermath was that a known Soviet intelligence 
officer in a Far Eastern country called a U.S. diplomat six times during 
the week of 20 Xovenber, including after Tdorking hours, in an effort to 
obtain a CODY of the Russian-language edition. It is not clear whether 
he wanted it for propaganda work, or to satisfy his own curiosity as to 
what really happened. End SECRET.) , 
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Tine Theories of ik. Enstein 

- .by Spectator -. 
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A recent critic of the Warren Commission Report, Edward Jay Epstein, 
has attracted widespread attention by contesting the Report's conclusion 
that, "although it is not necessary to any essential findings of the Com- 
mission," President Kennedy and Governor Connally were probably hit succes- 
sively by the same bullet, the second of three shots fired. 
Inquest, Epstein maintains (1) that if the t 

In his book,. 
wo men were not hit by the 

s.me bullet, there nust have been two assassins, and (2) that there is 
evidence which strongly suggests that the two men were not hit by the same 
bullet. He suggests that the Commission's conclusions must be viewed as 
"expressions of political truth,". implying that they are not in fact true, 
but are only a sort of Pablum for the public. 

Epstein's argument thaL b the two men must either have been shot by one 
bullet or by two assassins rests on a comparison of the minimum time re- 
quired to operate the bolt on Lee Harvey Oswald's rifle -- 2.3 seconds -- 
with the timing of the shots as deduced from a movie of the shooting taken 
by an amateur photcgrapher, Abraham Zapruder. Tine frames of the movieserve 
to time the events in the shooting. .The film (along with a slow-motion re- 
enactment of the shooting made on 24 May 1964 on the basis of the film and 
other pictures and evidence) tends to show that the President was probably 
not shot before frame 207;' when he came out from beneath tile cover of an 
oak tree., and that the Governor was hit not later than frame 240. If this 
is correct, then the two men would not have been hit longer than 1.8 set- 
onds apart, since Zapruder's film was taken at a speed of 18.3 frames per 
second. Since Oswald's rifle could not have fired a second shot:within. ' 
1.8 .seconds, Epstein concludes that the victims must have been shot by 
separate weapons -- and hence presumably by separate assassins -- unless 
they were hit by the sarn2 bullet. 

Epstein then argues that there is evidence which contr&.cts the pos- 
sibility of a shooting by a single bullet. In his book he refers to F&d- 
eral Bureau of Investigation reports stemming from FBI men present at the 
Bethesda autopsy on President Kennedy, according to which there was a 
wound in the back with no point of exit; this means that the bullet which 
entered Kennedy's back could not later have hit Connally. This information, 
Epstein notes, flatly contradicts the official autopsy report accepted by 
the Commission, according to which the bullet presumably entered Kennedy's 
body Just below the neck and exited through the throat. Epstein also pub- 
lishes photographs of the backs of Kennedy's shirt and coat, showing blullet 
holes about six inches below the top of the collar, as well as a rough 
,sketch made at the time of the autopsy; these pictures suggest that the 
entrance wound in the back was too low to be linked to an exit wound in 
the throat. In his book, Epstein says that if the FBI statements are cor- 
rect -- and he indicates his belief that they are -- then the "autopsy find- 
ings must have been changed after January 13 [January 13, 1964: the date of 
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the last FBI report stating that the bullet pextrzted Kennedy's back 
for less than a finger-length.]." In short, he implies that the Commis- 
S&l --4dcnce so as to conceal the fact of a -Car;: e d and even forged e., 
conspiracy. 

Following the ag~~ezrzrxe of Epstein's Incuest, it was pointed out 
that on the morning (J!xember 23rd) after the Bethesda autopsy attended 
by FBI and Secret Service men, the autopsy doctors learned that a neck 
wound, obliterated by an emergency tracheostory performed in Dallas, had 
been seen by the Dallas doctors. (The tracheostomy had been part.of the 
effort to save Kennedy's life.) The FBI men who had only attended the 
autopsy on the evening of November 22 hcitur@ly did not knou about this 
information from Dallas, which led the autopsy doctors to change their 
'conclusions, finally signed by them on November 24. Also, the Treasury 
Department (which runs the Secret Service) reported that the autopsy re- 
port was only forwarded by the Secret Service to the FBI on December 23, 
1963. But in a recent article in Esquire, Epstein notes that the final 
FBI report k-as still issued after the Secret Service had sent the FBI the 
official autopsy, and he ‘claims that the explanation that the FBI was un- 

- - 

.t 

informed "begs the question of how a wound belov the shoulder became a 
vound in the back of the neck." He presses for making the autopsy pictures 
available, a step which the late President's brother has so far steadfastly 
resisted on grounds of taste, though they have b,, aon made available to quali- 
fied official investigators. . - 

_..-_ . . . . --. 
Let us consider Epstein's arguments in the light of information now 

available: * 
; . 

1. @stein’s ti,esis t&t if the President and the Governor weie not hit ’ ‘. 
by the same bullet, there must have been tie assassins: 

‘a. Feeling in the Commission was that the two men were probably hit 
by'the saSle bullet; however, some members evidently felt that the eti- 
dence was not conclusive enough to exclude completely the Governor's 
belief that he and the President were hit separately. After all, 
Connally was one of the most important living xitnesses. Voile not 
likely, it was oossible that President Kennedy could have been hit 
nore than 2.3 seconds before Connally. As Arlen Specter, a Cormxis- 
sion attorney and a principal adherent of the "one-bullet thecry,)' 
says, the Zapruder film is two-dimensional and one cannot say exactly 
when Connally, let alone the President, was hit. The filn does not 
show the President during a crucial period (from about fraes 204 to 
225) when a sign Slacked the view from Zapru~er’s camera, and before 
that the figures are distant and rather indistinct. (When Life rczga- 
zine'fir'st pubiished frai,-aes from the Zapruder film in its special 
1963 Assassination ISSUE, it believed that the pictures showed Kennedy 
first hit 74 frames before Governor Connally was struck.) T'ne )'earli- 
est possible time" used by Epstein is based on the belief that, for an 
interval before that time, the view‘of the car from the Eook Depository 
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. window was probably blocked by the foliage of an oak tree (fron 
frame 166 to frme 207, with a brief glimpse :hrough th*- leaves 

'&t i-r?-e 186). In the worh of the Con2missix's Report, "it is 
unlikely thet the assessin would deliberately have shot at [Presi- 
dent Kennedy] with a view obstructed by the oek tree when he was 
about to have a clear opportunity"; unlikely, but not iripossible. 
Since Epstein is fo=d of logical te,rminology, it might be pointed 
out that he xaade an illicit transition from probability to certainty 
in at least one of his premises. 

b. 'Although Governor Connally believed that he and the President 
were hit separately, he did not testify that he saw the President 
hit before he was hit hinself; he testified that he heard a first 
shot and started to turn to see what had happened. His testimony 
(as the Comission's report says) can therefore be reconciled with 
the supposition that the first shot missed and the second shot hit 
both nen. However;the Coaraission did not pretend that the two men 
could not possibly-have been hit separately. 

. 

c. The Commission also concluded that all the shots were fired 
from the sixth floor window of the Depository. The location of 
the wounds is one major besis for.this conclusion. In the room 
behind the Depository window, Oswald's rifle and three cartridge 
cases were found, 2nd all of the czrtridge cases were identified 
by experts as having.bz fired by that rifle; no other wezpon or 
cartridge cases were found, and the consensus of the witnesses 
f'ron the plaza was that there were three shots. If there were 
other zssassins, what happened to their weapons and cartridge ' . 
cases? How did they esczpe? Epstein points out that one wonan, 
a Mrs. Walther, not an e-xpert on weapons, thought she saw two men, 
one with a machine gun, in the window, and thzt one other witness 
thought he saw someone else on the sixth floor; this does not sound 

.very convincing, especially when coqared with photographs and other 
witnesses who saw nothing of the kind. 

d. The veri fact that the Cozzaission did not absolutely rule out 
the possibility that the victims were shotseparately shows that 
its conclusions were not deterained'by a preconceived theory. 
Now, Epstein's thesis is not just his own discovery; he relates 
that one of the Commission 12wJers volunteered to hin: "TO say 
that they were hit by separzte bullets is s-ynoq-,ous with szying 
that there were two assassins." This thesis was evidently consid- 
ered by the Comission. If the thesis were corxpletely valid, and 
if the Conmissioners -1 as Epstein charges -- had only been inter- 
ested in finding "political truth," then the Commission should have'- 
flatly adopted the "one-bullet theory,". completely rejecting any pos- 
sibility that the men were hit separately. But while Epstein 2nd 
others have a weakness for theorizing, the seven experienced lawyers 
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on the Commission were not committed beforehand to finding either 
a conspiracy or the absence of one, and they wisely refused to 
erect a whole logical structure on the slender foundation of a 
few debatable pieces of evidence. 

2. Epstein's thesis tlmt eithsr the FBI's reprts (that the bul'let 
ente-ting the President's back did r,ot exit) tr'ere morg, or the offkiai! 
autopsy report was fatsipLed. 

-. 
T 

-.- 
a. Epstein prefers to believe that the FBI reports are accurate 
(otherwise, he says, "doubt is cast on the accuracy of the FBI's 
entire investigation") and that the official autopsy report uas 
falsified. Nov, as noted above, it has emerged since Inauest was 
written that the FBI witnesses to the autopsy did not know about 
the information of a throat wound, obtained from Dallas, and that 
the doctors' autopsy report was not forwarded to the FBI until 
December 23, 1963. True, this date preceded the date of the FBI's 
Supplemental Report, January 13, 1964, and that Supplemental Report 
did not refer to the doctors' report, following instead the version 
of the earlier FBI reports. But on November 25, 1966, FBI Director 
JL Edgar Hoover explained thnt when the FBI 'subnitted its January 13 
report, it knew that the Commission had the doctor's report, and 
therefore did not nention it. In other words, the FBI reports were 
essentially reports of ~ information. This seems natural; the FBI 
knew that the' Comzission would weigh its evidence together with that 
‘of other agencies, and it was not incumbent on the FBI to argue the 
merits of its osm version as opposed to that of the doctors. when ., 
vriting, reports for outside use, experienced officials are ,always 
cautious about criticizing or even Piscussing the products'of other' 
agencies. (If one is skeptical about this explanation, it would 
still be much easier to believe that the author(s) of the Supple- 

.mental Report had somehow overlooked or not received the autopsy 
report than to suppose that that report was falsified months after 
the event. Epstein thinks th'e Commission staff overlooked Xrs. 
Walther's report mentioned above 
sibility that the doctors' 

, yet he does not consider the pos- 
autopsy report did not actually reach 

the desk of the indi+iduals who prepared the Supplemental Report 
until after they had written -- perhaps well before 3anuar-y 13 - 
the draft of pa,- =e 2 of that report. Such an occurrence would by 
no means justify a general distrust of the FBI's lentire investiga- 
tion.") 

. 

b. With regard to the holes in shirt and coat, their location can 
be readily explained by supposing that the President was wating to 
the crowd, an act which would automatically raise the back of his 
clothing. And in fact, photographs show that the President was wav- 
ing just before he was shot. 

. . 
c. As to the locati&bf the hole in the President's back or shoulder; 
the autopsy films have recently been placed in the Xational Archives, 
and were viewed in November 1966 by two of the autopsy doctors, who 
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. . stated afterwards that the picture s confirm that the uound uas high 
enough for a bullet enterin, * there to exit through the throat. com- 

. mander Bosweli, ~-ho drew the rough sketch used by Epstein to s'nov 
that the wound was several inches do%= the back, stated that his 
sketch had been mistaken, or rather inaccurate, in narking the spot 
yhere the bullet entered; he pointed out, however, that the le2sure- 
ments LTitten on the sl:etc'n 2t the time are correct, They plzce 
the wound 14 centimeters frcn the right shoulder joint and 14 centi- 
meters below the tip of the right mastoid process -- the medical 
term for the bony point behind the ear. Thus the location of the 
wound uas eesily high enough to permit a bullet entering there to 
exit through the neck. (It is interesting to note that, Whether 
deliberztely or not, the re$oduction of Cdr. Boswell's sketch in 
Inquest is too poor for the writing to be readily legible, while the 
reporduction accompanying Epstein's Esauire article has part of the 
writing lopped off. If we are charitable, and assume that Epstein 
himself could not read this writing, or could not trznlslate the nedi- 
cal termology, then we must still note that he appzrently overlooked 
the plain printed reference to the location of the wound contained 
in the Commission's Report (p.88), vhich‘also translates the medical 
term intb lqfman's languzge; thisshould have clarified for him the 
writing on the sketch.) . . 

It is worth considering some of the implications of Epstein's accusation: 
. _ - - . 

a. There was-5 conspiracy of two or more persons. Yet despite all 
the evidence found incriminating Oswald, no evidence has bee? fou;?d 
incriminating any other identifiable person. Oswald would h2rdJ.y ' 
have been the choice of any careful conspirator. A conspiratorial 

- group -- especially a Texan one -- could easily have found a safer 
and more reliable way of killing the President. 

b.,. The charge that the autopsy document was falsified incriminates 
at the lezst a lerge number of government officials and independent 
lawyers, as well as the three autopsy doctors. It would presmably 
involve the seven Commission members, who v2r-y in political background 
and outlook, but share the attribute of having staked their reputations 
on the report. Is it really possible.thst such an awful secret, shared 
by so m2ny, could be kept? A clerk who was uitticg of such a sca.ndal 
could expect to sell his story for a figure running into at least six 
digits. 

,’ 

It appears that, to put the matter at its lowest, Epstein has jumped to a 
conclusion on the basis of incomplete, inadequate research in a rush to 
judgznent. 

. 
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